Finding Success Amid Constant Change

October 30 • Asheville
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Conference Hashtag:
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Program Sponsors

BRAND ACCELERATION
CAROLINA WEST
CATAWBA COUNTY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
CITY OF ASHEVILLE COMMUNITY & ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
CSX TRANSPORTATION
DOMINION ENERGY
EDWARDS CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
THE EI GROUP
ENERGY UNITED

GILBANE
IMPLAN
KCI ASSOCIATES OF NC
MCCROPY CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
MCGILL ASSOCIATES
NC BIOTECHNOLOGY CENTER
S&ME
SOUTHERN INDUSTRIAL CONSTRUCTORS
TIMMONS GROUP
Exhibitors

BOBBITT DESIGN BUILD
CONVERGENT NONPROFIT SOLUTIONS
DMJ
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION
FOURTH ELM CONSTRUCTIONS
NC DOT
S&A COMMUNICATIONS
SOUTHERN INDUSTRIAL CONSTRUCTORS
SYNTERRA CORPORATION
WHITE + BURKE REAL ESTATE ADVISORS